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An equivalent circuit model of a rectangular bracket
shaped DGS and its microwave filter applications
∗, ∗∗

Baidenger Agyekum Twumasi

∗

, Jia-Lin Li

A lumped- LC equivalent circuit to model a novel rectangular bracket shaped defected ground structure (DGS) is
presented in this paper. The presented equivalent circuit can accurately predicate the frequency responses, in terms of
the magnitude and phase responses of S parameters, of the studied DGS. The lumped LC parameters of the presented
model are extracted based on a unit cell of the DGS. Further, the model is found to be applicable in microwave engineering,
including microwave filter designs. Some design examples are presented and examined. The studied DGS based microwave
filters characterize maximum passband flatness, sharp skirt between the passband and stopband and wide stopband. The
studied equivalent circuit model can accurately predicate the frequency responses including the magnitude and phase of S
parameters.
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1 Introduction
The defected ground structure (DGS), first given the
term by Korean scientist Y.-C. Joeng in 2003 for power
amplifier applications [1], is realized by periodically etching off defected patterns on the metallic ground plane.
It is the same with the photonic bandgap (PBG) and
electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) in principle, thus being
widely exploited in application to optical and microwave
engineering. The reason is attributed to the bandgap,
slow-wave and negative index refraction characteristics.
This makes it attractive for circuits, components and
systems with performance improvement, compact realization and so on. The typical potential applications in
microwave engineering involve directional couplers [2],
power dividers [3], antennas and arrays [4–10] and of
course, the microwave filters [11–22]. However, the patterned ground or DGS is a special structure that cannot
be found from the classic microwave circuit models.
The popular solutions are based on full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulations. However, the EM based designs/simulations of such an array of DGS are time consuming, especially for a large number of DGS unit cells.
Thus, an accurate equivalent circuit model that can exactly predicate the DGS performance (in terms of transmission, reflection, delay, etc) is highly desirable to improve the design efficiency and further push towards applications in engineering. To date, studies on modeling
some types of DGS have been reported, but in general,
each model is only suitable for its related special case due
to the complexity and variation of the DGS. Meanwhile,
for most models, the accuracy needs to be improved.
In this paper, a novel microstrip periodic structure is
produced by etching the resonant element on the ground

plane to form a rectangular bracket shaped DGS, and its
associated lumped-LC equivalent circuit model are studied. The lumped-LC parameters are extracted from EM
numerical calculations corresponding to a unit cell of the
proposed DGS. Advantages of the studied DGS include
maximum passband flatness, sharp skirt between the
passband and stopband, and wide stopband, thus making it attractive for potential applications in microwave
engineering, such as microwave filter designs. Based on
the presented unit cell, high selectivity microwave filters
are developed and implemented. Meanwhile, the studied
equivalent circuit model can accurately predicate the frequency responses in terms of the magnitude and phase
of S parameters. The design and demonstration of prototype filters, by cascading unit cells of the proposed DGS,
are presented. Results from both EM numerical calculations and equivalent circuit evaluations as well as experimental examinations validate the analyses and discussions.

2 Unit cell of the proposed
DGS and its performance
A unit cell of the proposed DGS is shown in Fig. 1(a).
One can see that the unit cell is composed of rectangular
bracket shaped pattern that is etched off on the metallic
ground plane, namely the backside of a microstrip transmission line (characteristic impedance Z ). The proposed
structure can effectively distract the shield current distribution on the ground, thus changing the microstrip-line
parameters such as the equivalent inductance L and capacitance C . Moreover, with this structure, the basic resonant element can exhibit elliptic function responses. To
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Fig. 1. (a) – layout of the proposed DGS unit, (b) – simulated
frequency responses against some values of g
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Fig. 3. (a) – equivalent LC circuit model of the proposed DGS,
(b) – S parameters from full-wave EM calculations and equivalent
circuit evaluations
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Fig. 2. Frequency responses from EM simulations for a unit cell
of the rectangular bracket shaped and the square shaped DGSs,
dimensions and the substrate of the square DGS are the same with
the report in [10]

validate the proposed DGS pattern, the unit cell is numerically characterized based on full-wave EM simulations.
Here, the substrate utilized has a relative permittivity of
εr = 9.6 and a thickness of h = 0.8 mm. Dimensions of a
unit cell are (units: mm): a = 7 , b = 7 , d = 2 , g = 0.7 ,
s = 0.2 and wf = 1.2 . The EM simulations show a fundamental resonance, f0 , of approximately 4.4 GHz.

The numerically calculated frequency responses are
shown in Fig. 1(b), where a variation of the parameter
g for several values is presented for performance comparisons. It can be seen from Fig. 1(b) that as g increases,
the resonance shifts to higher frequencies while the bandwidth is increased. Based on the responses, the resonance
and bandwidth can be controlled by properly selecting
the dimensional parameters of the proposed rectangular
bracket shaped DGS. To further show the performance of
the studied structure, frequency responses of a unit cell
of square shaped DGS with a = b = 7 mm and a square
DGS reported in [10] for W/L = 1 are evaluated as illustrated in Fig. 2. The results show the proposed DGS can
exhibit sharp skirt between the passband and stopband,
and the square DGS in [10] can be treated as a special
case of the studied DGS here.
3 Equivalent LC model of a
unit cell of the proposed DGS
In order to examine the DGS pattern, an equivalent
model is presented as shown in Fig. 3(a). In this model,
L1 and C1 denote the inductance and capacitance of each
DGS region. Meanwhile, the equivalent L2 and C2 , resulting from the high-low-high impedance transmission
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Fig. 4. (a) – schematic transmission-line model by cascading two unit cells, (b) – the corresponding 3-D layout

line within the pair of brackets, formulates the enhanced
resonance of the proposed DGS. With this pattern, the
current path on the ground can be effectively disturbed,
generating the in-band reflection pole and out-of-band
transmission zero, thus improving the response. For the
proposed pattern, the in-band reflection pole primarily
results from the resonance of the extra high-low-high
transmission line that is modeled as L2 and C2 in series. Meanwhile, the out-of-band transmission zero is due
to the resonance of the basic square hole denoted as
a × b = 7 × 7 mm2 , which is modeled as a π -shaped
network consisting of L1 and C1 , as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Notice that in this study, it is assumed that the transmission line and the substrate are lossless.
Now, to find the equivalent network parameters, the
S parameters of a DGS unit cell at the reference plane
are calculated using EM simulator (Ensemble from Ansoft). To validate the proposed equivalent model, a DGS
unit cell shown in Fig. 1(a) was simulated. By extracting
the values of lumped LC elements, the equivalent network parameters are: L1 = 2.4701 nH, C1 = 0.0785 pF,
L2 = 1.4226 nH, C2 = 0.9281 pF, where the extraction
refers to wf = 1.2 mm, corresponding to a characteristic
impedance Z = 40 Ω of the microstrip line. The magnitude and phase of S parameters from EM simulations as
well as the equivalent circuit evaluations are presented in
Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the results from equivalent
LC evaluations match the ones of EM calculations.
4 Two cascaded DGS unit cells
for microwave filter application
Based on the above developed equivalent circuit model,
one needs to further consider the following issues in practice: the system impedance reference, the mutual coupling and the separation between adjacent unit cells. By
checking the LC model in Fig. 3(a), it is found that the
former two can be associated with, thus primarily determined by, the equivalent capacitance C1 . The separation,
or the interval, between adjacent unit cells is referred to
the Richard transformation and Kuroda identity in classic microwave engineering, thus it is set to a one-eighth
wavelength. Therefore, the value of model parameter C1
given in Section 3 is to be modified.
Considering two DGS unit cells cascaded with an interval of lP , and the system impedance of the input-

and output-ports are referred to Z0 , the corresponding
schematic transmission-line model is shown in Fig. 4(a),
and the 3-D layout is shown in Fig. 4(b). The correction
of C1 is based on the following procedure:
Step 1: Initializations. Each unit cell of the studied DGS
was formulated by its lumped LC parameters, and the
values were initially set as those corresponding to a unit
cell extracted in Section 3. The interval lP is set to
a one-eighth wavelength at the resonance. Meanwhile,
the input and output were set to the system impedance
Z0 ; the reference distance l0 between the port and the
cell is greater than that of a quarter-wavelength at the
fundamental resonance, f0 .
Step 2: Circuit optimizations based on the schematic
transmission-line model. The optimization in this step
is to maintain a close resonance related to the unit cell,
and to have acceptable input and output matching. The
primary focuses are to correct the equivalent capacitance
C1 that accounts for the step discontinuity of the transmission line and also formulates the coupling effects between adjacent unit cells.
Step 3: Full-wave EM validations. Based on the initially
determined interval lP to construct the 3-D layout and
perform the EM field simulations and further comparing
the EM results with the equivalent circuit evaluations,
thus verifying the effectiveness of the model parameters.
The final work is to slightly tune the parameter values to
present matched responses between EM and equivalent
circuit simulations.
Based on Step 1, the width of the 50-Ω line for such a
kind of substrate is 0.7 mm with its length l0 = 10 mm.
The initial interval lP is estimated based on the following
calculations
εr + 1 εr − 1
+
εe =
2
2
λg =

r

c0
√
f0 εe

1 + 12

W
,
h

(1)

(2)

where c0 is the light speed in free space and f0 is the
resonance.
For the utilized substrate, εr = 9.6 and h = 0.8 mm,
and here W = 1.2 mm, thus the effective relative permittivity εe = 6.733 from (1), and further λg = 26.27 mm
from (2). Hence, lP = λg /8 = 3.28 mm.
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C2 = 0.9281 pF, the final LC parameter values are
slightly changed to L1 = 2.4434 nH, C1 = 0.2612 pF,
L2 = 1.4856 nH, and C2 = 0.9674 pF from Step 3. These
results correspond to relative errors of 1.09 % for L1 ,
1.68 % for C1 , 4.24 % for L2 and 4.06 % for C2 , respectively, where the relative error is calculated as
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where F denotes L or C , and subscripts i ini and i fin
represent the initial and final values of the ith element.
Figure 5(b) shows the magnitude and phase performance, where consistent phase responses can also be
found between EM and final circuit simulations.
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Fig. 5. (a) – S parameters from EM calculations and equivalent
circuit evaluations for fig. 4, (b) – magnitude and phase responses
of S parameters from EM simulations and final circuit simulations

From Step 2, the optimized C1 of the two cascaded
unit cells are 0.2756 pF. Further, from Step 3, the numeric EM calculations are performed, where the interval
lP is also optimized to achieve a suitable mutual coupling, and it is 3.03 mm after EM optimizations. Figure 5
records the simulated results. It is seen that the responses
from EM evaluations and the circuit calculations based
on Step 2 (represented as the initial circuit simulation in
Fig. 5(a)) are consistent, except the small deviation of the
resonance. To correct this deviation, a slightly fine-tuning
of the equivalent LC parameter values was carried-out.
Figure 5 shows the recorded results for comparisons.
It is seen that after slight tuning the values of the LC
parameters, the performances between the final circuit
simulations and the EM results were in good agreement
either for the transmission or for the reflection responses.
Notice that an extra resonance at approximately 8 GHz
from EM simulations is due to the spurious resonance. In
this contribution, the developed LC network is dedicated
to modeling the in-band (or passband) and near in-band
responses and therefore, it does not involve the spurious
response. But in general, the studied LC network and its
related parameter values can effectively predicate the EM
responses with a high accuracy.
Correspondingly, as compared to the values in Step 2
with L1 = 2.4701 nH, C1 = 0.2756 pF, L2 = 1.4226 nH,

5 Cascading more unit cells for
application to high-order filters
Based on Section 4 with its final LC parameter values
of two cascaded unit cells, microwave filters can be developed by further cascading more DGS unit cells, thus
constituting the periodic structure. Such a cascading is
generally necessary in microwave engineering since it can
improve the microwave filter performance like increasing
the stopband suppression in practice. Here the design procedure is simplified as:
Step 1: Check the validity. Based on the LC parameter
values and the periodic interval presented in Section 4,
estimating the performance from circuit simulations for
the schematic transmission-line model.
Step 2: EM validations. For the corresponding 3-D layout, performing EM field simulations, and comparing
the EM results with the equivalent circuit evaluations,
verifying the effectiveness of the model parameters. Finally, slight tuning the parameter values to give consistent responses between EM and equivalent circuit simulations.
Here, two high-order filters are further developed
based on the above procedure. The first one corresponds to cascading three unit cells. Figure 6(a) shows
the transmission-line model. The circuit evaluation from
Step 1 indicates that the performance is good, as shown
in Fig. 6(c), implying the study given in Section 4 being extendable. The 3-D field simulation, from Step 2,
illustrates that the studied filter works well, where the
corresponding 3-D layout is shown in Fig. 6(b) and the
simulated response is presented in Fig. 6(c). Also, a slight
difference lies in the resonances and to correct this offset,
just slight tuning yields matched responses, as displayed
in Fig. 6(c). The final LC parameter values based on
Step 2 were found to be L1 = 2.4034 nH, C1 = 0.2662 pF,
L2 = 1.5556 nH, and C2 = 0.9474 pF.
With the final parameter values, Figure 7 further
presents the magnitude and phase responses, both for EM
and transmission-line model simulations.
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Fig. 6. (a) – schematic transmission-line model by cascading three
DGS unit cells for microwave filter applications, (b) – the corresponding 3-D layout, (c) – S parameters from EM and equivalent
circuit evaluations
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One can see from the figure that the transmission-line
model can precisely predicate the in-band and near inband responses compared to the EM results.
The second demonstrator was developed by cascading
four DGS unit cells. Following the above two-step design procedure, the results were found and, for brevity,
both the transmission-line model and the 3-D layout are
not figured here in this case. Figure 8 describes the performance (including the magnitude and phase responses)
from full-wave EM simulations and equivalent circuit calculations, where the final lumped LC parameter values
are L1 = 2.3934 nH, C1 = 0.2537 pF, L2 = 1.4943 nH,
and C2 = 0.9481 pF.

Fig. 7. Magnitude and phase responses of S parameters from EM
and final circuit simulations for fig. 6

It is seen that for each case, the LC values exhibit small
errors (less than 3 %). These results clearly indicate that
the presented equivalent circuit model works well for the
proposed rectangular bracket shaped DGS, and further,
it can be applicable to high-order microwave filters.
It should be noted there are some studies that presented the equivalent circuit models [11–17], and further
extracted the corresponding element values [16, 17]. However in our work, we developed the equivalent model of a
unit cell and further by slightly modifying its element parameters, results show the provided model is applicable
to high-order microwave filters with good accuracy. To
our knowledge, there is no reports from literatures that
an equivalent model extracted from a unit cell and further, it can be utilized to design more cascaded cells for
microwave filter applications.
6 Experimental validations and results
A demonstration microstrip filter by cascading three
DGS unit cells was further fabricated on the microwave
substrate mentioned above. Fig. 9(a) shows the photograph of the developed filter. The measurement was
carried out with an Agilent vector network analyzer,
N9918A, with two-port calibrations. Fig. 9(b) presents
the measured performance, where for performance comparisons the responses from EM simulations are also involved.
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Fig. 8. (a) – frequency responses from initial circuit, final circuit
and 3-D EM simulations by cascading four unit cells, and (b) –
magnitude and phase responses of S parameters for the final circuit
and 3-D EM calculations

Fig. 9. (a) – photographs of the developed microstrip filter by
cascading three DGS unit cells, where the upper photo shows the
front side and the bottom photo is the back side, and (b) – simulated
and measured S parameters

It is seen that the measurements match the simulated
data reasonably. The measured in-band insertion loss is
generally less than 0.3 dB and return loss is better than
13 dB. Three reflection poles can be clearly identified.
The out-of-band suppression, from 3.5 to 7.8 GHz, is approximately 33 dB. It is seen there are some offset for the
resonance and reflection poles, which could be attributed
to the fabrication uncertainties. In general, these results
confirmed the study well in this work.
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